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Abstract
Due to the cost of inertial navigation and visual navigation equipment and lake of satellite
navigation signals, they cannot be used in large‐scale underground mining environment.
To solve this problem, this study proposes a large‐scale underground 3D real‐time
positioning method with seam height assistance. This method uses the ultra wide band
positioning base station as the core and is combined with seam height information to
build a factor graph confidence transfer model to realise 3D positioning. The simulation
results show that the proposed real‐time method is superior to the existing algorithms in
positioning accuracy and can meet the needs of large‐scale underground users.

1 | INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of global industrialisation and the
increasing demand for mineral resources, the mining scale and
depth of underground mines have increased significantly, and
large and super large mines continue to emerge, resulting in the
extremely increased complexity of underground roads. The
wide range of underground mining space has led to an
increasing demand for the navigation and positioning of
personnel and equipment under mines, while traditional satellite navigation technology cannot be used on a large scale
under mines due to the weak signals. Therefore, the core
foundation of mining is to realise the intelligent automatic
navigation and positioning of large‐scale mining equipment
and personnel in underground mines and build a high‐
precision real‐time three‐dimensional positioning system in
underground mines [1, 2].
To address the harsh positioning environment of underground mines and solve the problem of large‐scale cluster
positioning in mines, some scholars have used mature

positioning methods in other fields for mine positioning,
mainly inertial navigation positioning and visual navigation
positioning, but inertial navigation devices require continuous
calibration in use, while visual navigation has high requirements for the stability of light, and the high price also
completely restricts the large‐scale application of the above
devices [3, 4]. Moreover, most of the current underground
positioning technologies are based on the mutual independence of positioning targets. There is no communication and
positioning topology between users to be located. With the
increase in the positioning scale, the amount of positioning
calculation and complexity increase exponentially. Another
scholar introduced user collaboration theory to try to solve the
issue that the above method is only for independent users to
deal with large‐scale user positioning, but the positioning accuracy and positioning speed are always difficult to reconcile
[5, 6]. Therefore, it is urgent to study a large‐scale real‐time and
high‐precision user positioning method under mines.
Ultra wide band(UWB) technology has the advantages of
low cost, high precision over short distances, low power
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consumption and suitability for large‐scale layouts [7]. Using
UWB technology, combined with factor graph theory and
auxiliary parameters of the mine height, this paper proposes a
three‐dimensional real‐time positioning method under mines,
which provides a new efficient and practical solution for the
positioning requirements in large mines.
Under such circumstances, this paper proposes a highly
assisted 3D real‐time cooperative positioning technology for
large‐scale clusters in underground mines, solves the problem
of cluster positioning, and provides 3D real‐time positioning
services for large‐scale users in underground mines. The
probability model of the measurement data of the positioning
user in the mine is established by using the UWB signal. Factor
graph theory and the confidence transmission criterion are
introduced to reduce the calculation overhead of the positioning network and improve the robustness. The factor graph
confidence information transmission model is constructed.
Combined with the mine height, a large‐scale factor graph
three‐dimensional real‐time cooperative positioning algorithm
is proposed.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
� Combined with the mine environment, the user measurement data model based on UWB is established, and the
corresponding mine scene classification and positioning
strategy is proposed.
� According to the particularity of the mine environment, the
height matching criterion of the mine map is proposed.
Combined with factor graph theory and the confidence
transfer criterion, a large‐scale real‐time and high‐precision
three‐dimensional positioning method under mines is
proposed.
� A large‐scale 3D real‐time positioning simulation system in a
mine environment is established. The positioning method is
verified by semiphysical simulation from three aspects: the
number of users, positioning accuracy and real‐time, and the
effect is good.
The organisational structure of this paper is as follows. The
second section introduces the main methods of underground
positioning at present. The third section establishes the positioning strategy and model under a mine environment. The
fourth section proposes the auxiliary positioning criterion of
the mine height and the three‐dimensional cooperative positioning method of a large‐scale factor graph. The fifth section
analyses the performance of the proposed location algorithm
through simulation. The sixth section summarises the full text.

2 | RELATED WORKS
During the development of the metal mining industry for more
than a century, research on cluster user positioning in large‐
scale underground mines has also made some progress. Satellite navigation can provide precise positioning services outdoors, but in underground mines, satellite signal attenuation is
serious, so it is unable to locate mine users effectively [8].
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Inertial navigation devices were first used in underground
positioning. Inertial measurement units can provide more accurate speed and heading information, but limited by its
principle, the error is accumulated at any time, which makes it
difficult to apply on a large scale and for a long time [9, 10].
Positioning technology based on visual image matching has
relatively considerable positioning accuracy in the shaft but is
limited to the coverage of monocular visual image acquisition
devices and cannot satisfy the positioning of large‐scale mining
equipment. The distribution of light sources in the mine has a
certain impact on its positioning stability, and its expensive cost
also overwhelms underground positioning applications [11].
The underground mine environment is claustrophobic, and
light is insufficient. The optical communication method is
easily blocked by the equipment and metal ore bed, resulting in
communication loss. Under the demand of large‐scale positioning, it cannot achieve accurate positioning [12]. Wi‐Fi
fingerprint matching and positioning can be used for small
base users. When facing a large number of mining equipment
and staff in a large range, the positioning coverage is limited
[13]. Collecting fingerprints from underground locations is
inefficient and difficult to expand [14]. UWB technology has
considerable precision, simple equipment requirements and
strong expansibility, which provides a new idea for underground positioning.
Cooperative theory is usually used in cluster connection
topology location, and there are many studies on cooperative
location methods. The classical least squares algorithm has a
simple principle and low computational complexity. The performance of weighted least squares proposed by Qiu Ran et al.
is improved [15], but its accuracy is very limited. Li Jiannan and
others proposed the combination of the least square method
with Newton iteration, but it still has difficulty meeting the
application requirements for the precise positioning of underground mines [16]. The combination of the Kalman filter
and optimisation theory can well realise node positioning, but
the huge amount of calculations and communication overhead
in large mining sites are prohibitive. Huang Yulong's team
proposed a variational adaptive Kalman filter algorithm for
cooperative positioning [17]. The accuracy was improved, but
the speed was not improved. Cui Yuming's team used the
extended Kalman filter to enhance the stability of the system
[18]. However, the amount of calculation still needs to be
considered. The adaptive unscented Kalman filter algorithm
proposed by Yin Huajun and others exhibited improvement in
the accuracy compared with the traditional Kalman filter [19].
However, the problem of computational complexity has not
been solved. Jiang Changhui and others used graphic optimisation method to replace Kalman filter for vector tracking, and
realised PDR/GNSS of smart phones through Kalman filter
and factor graph optimisation (FGO), but it was still limited by
the shortcomings of GNSS and could not be applied in underground mines [20, 21]. The particle filter uses limited particles to draw the distribution curve to deal with a non‐linear
non‐Gaussian environment, but it is often very difficult to
draw the distribution curve in a mine environment. Han
Yongqiang and others combined a particle filter with track
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estimation to improve the robustness of the system [22].
However, this approach creates an additional hardware burden.
Bayesian estimation transforms the problem of cooperative
location into the problem of variable a posteriori probability
distribution and introduces the concepts of factor graph and
confidence degree. Qiu Yixi and others introduced confidence
into trajectory tracking to realise data fusion, which has
considerable complexity, and its accuracy still lags behind that
of the Kalman filter method [23]. Tang Chengkai's team proposed the cooperative positioning algorithm of factor graph in
three‐dimensional space, which realised the three‐dimensional
application of factor graphs. However, for huge occlusions in
a mine environment, the node height is often unavailable, and
it is difficult to estimate the coupling error between highly
consistent positioning targets, resulting in a high proportion of
bad values in the positioning results [24, 25]. The emerging
neural network method has improved the accuracy of cooperative positioning, but the training data acquisition and time
consumption in underground mines are large problems. In the
face of cluster positioning targets, the huge communication
overhead makes the positioning lack rapidity and stability,
which limits the positioning application of this theory in
practical mines. Yuan Lukito et al. proposed a recursive neural
network model combined with Wi‐Fi to improve the positioning accuracy, but the same shortcomings as Wi‐Fi methods
exist [26]. Abdullah Cavdar et al. proposed a visible light
positioning system based on an artificial neural network, which
can be applied to underground space positioning, but there is a
large multipath error [27]. Bhagawat Adhikari et al. proposed a
neural network positioning model combined with recursive
least squares. The model is simple, but the accuracy is limited
[28]. Satish R. Jondhale and others proposed a generalised
regression neural network model combined with a Kalman
filter, which makes up for the lack of accuracy of the Kalman
filter, but the amount of calculation is very large [29]. Y. Ansari
proposed 3D indoor base on deep convolutional neural
network [30]. Zheng Bojun's team proposed using the TensorFlow neural network model for indoor positioning, which
has considerable accuracy, but the workload in the early stage is
large, which is difficult to apply on a large scale [31].
As a mathematical function decomposition model, factor
graph theory and the sum product algorithm have been
gradually applied to the field of navigation and positioning in
recent years. The GNSS algorithm based on factor graphs
has made some progress in satellite navigation [32]. Factor
graphs are also used in unmanned vehicle path planning [33].
The application of factor graph models provides a convenient
idea for underwater AUV navigation [34]. In terms of wireless location and path planning, innovations on factor graphs
are also emerging. For large‐scale real‐time positioning under
complex mines, the application of factor graph theory is still
relatively scarce. The mine pipelines are narrow and blocked,
the communication between them is limited, and the large
rock stratum causes serious shielding and loss, which makes it
difficult to realise the high‐precision three‐dimensional real‐
time positioning of global cluster users. Therefore, this paper proposes the strategy of overall planning, segmentation
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and governance, decomposes the huge underground mine
positioning space into a pipeline ad hoc positioning network,
uses UWB technology to provide stable communication data,
uses a shaft map to assist in matching the user positioning
height, and establishes a three‐dimensional factor graph real‐
time cooperative positioning algorithm for large‐scale positioning of users in underground mines to obtain three‐
dimensional accurate and real‐time positioning of clustered
mining users.

3 | UNDERGROUND MINE
POSITIONING SCENE MODEL
In this section, we describe the mine positioning scene in a real
situation, use UWB to establish the mine pipeline positioning
model, and propose the overall positioning and navigation
strategy of a large‐scale mine.
Modern large‐scale mines have a wide range of horizontal
and vertical expansion. Considering the underground mine of
a large mine as a whole, in addition to the longitudinal deep
shaft at the mouth of the mine, it mainly consists of flat and
inclined shafts, and the main targeted users in the mine,
namely, mining workers and underground mining equipment,
are distributed in each flat and inclined shaft. Each mine is
connected to each other. There are thick rock strata between
the horizontal shaft and the horizontal shaft. There is a large
horizontal or vertical sight distance turning and shielding
between the horizontal shaft and the inclined shaft, which
leads to the loss and attenuation of the wireless communication signal, and it is difficult to realise unified wireless
communication in each shaft. The conceptual diagram is
shown in Figure 1.
For such a huge positioning scenario, we implement the
strategy of overall planning and division and governance.
The Cartesian mathematical coordinate system is established
based on the mine surface opening so that all underground
users are distributed in this coordinate system, and the
planning of underground positioning users is consistent on
the whole. Considering the well hole distribution and the
area where underground positioning users are located,
combined with the actual application of wireless communication in the well hole, each well hole is separated according to the connection, and a subcoordinate system is
established to solve the problem of large‐scale user positioning in the well hole.
In underground mines, shafts bend and cross. In the case
of global positioning network, UWB signal attenuation is
serious. This non line of sight condition will make UWB
module positioning invalid and unable to achieve effective
positioning, especially for the third dimension. We can achieve
effective two‐dimensional positioning in the local positioning
network, but we lack height information, so we need to
establish a height map to assist positioning, combined with the
conversion strategy of local positioning and global positioning,
so as to achieve accurate three‐dimensional positioning of the
global network in large underground mines.
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Schematic diagram of the mine pipeline positioning scene

4 | 3D COOPERATIVE LOCATION
ALGORITHM FOR UNDERGROUND
USERS
The key point of the positioning service in open underground mines is to satisfy the navigation and positioning of
large‐scale cluster targets and real‐time positioning on the
premise of ensuring accuracy. The former requires a high‐
order positioning solution, and the latter requires a low
complexity positioning algorithm. The combination of the
two needs to meet the high precision of fixed navigation
and the stability of positioning. Based on this, the cooperative positioning theory is introduced, and the factor graph
model and confidence transfer algorithm are used to reduce
the computational complexity, improve the positioning solution speed, improve the stability of the positioning results
and improve the robustness of the positioning system.
Combined with the auxiliary matching of the positioning
height with the mine map, the three‐dimensional real‐time
cooperative positioning service of the underground mine
is achieved.

4.1 | Factor graph network cooperative
localisation algorithm
In the mine ad hoc network positioning scenario, there are
generally two types of underground positioning users: one is
the reference base station user whose location is known, and
the other is the underground positioning user whose location is
to be solved. The coordinates of the positioning user iunder a
mine are expressed as x i ¼ ðxi ; yi ÞT ; where xi and yi represent
the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the underground
positioning user respectively. In cooperative positioning, the
underground positioning user communicates with the neighbouring user within the communication range and measures
the distance, which is represented by zj→i :
�
�
zj→i ¼ �x j − x i � þ ξj→i

ð1Þ
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where k • k represents the Euclidean distance and ξj→i represents
the measurement error. Under the condition of sight distance,
it follows a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 0 and variance
of σ 2j→i .
For ease of expression, the following definitions are made:
S represents the set of all reference base station users, and
M represents the set of underground positioning users. For a
mine location user i, the neighbouring reference base station
user set is represented by Si , and the neighbouring cooperative
mine location
represented by Mi . The defi� user set is �
nition z i ¼ zj→i | j ∈ Si ∪ Mi represents the measured distance and set between underground positioning users i and
neighbouring nodes, X ¼ fx i ji ∈ Sgrepresents the set of user
coordinates of all reference base stations, and Z ¼ fz i ji ∈ M g
represents the set of desired distances measured by all underground positioning users.
According to Bayesian estimation theory, the fundamental
purpose �is to
� solve the posterior probability density pðxi jZ Þ
and P yi �Z of underground positioning user i, which can be
obtained as follows:
pðX jZ Þ ∝ PðZ jX ÞpðX Þ
∝∏

i∈M

∏ p zj→i jxj ; yj ; xi ; yi

j∈Si ∪Mi

�

!
pðxi Þpðyi Þ

ð2Þ

where pðZ jX Þ represents the joint probability density distribution function, pðX Þ represents the joint prior probability
density function, and the posterior probability density function
is directly proportional to the product of the prior probability
density function and the probability density distribution
function. pðxi Þ and pðyi Þ are the prior probability distributions
of coordinates x and y. Defined by the edge probability distribution function, the posterior probability distribution of user
i to be located can be expressed by the edge distribution of
Equation (2).
In Equation (2), the product of a series of subfunctions in
the form of a joint probability density distribution function
easily expresses the function variable relationship by a factor
graph, and the variable edge distribution is easily obtained by
combining the sum product method. According to the actual
positioning scene in the mine, the factor graph structure of the
underground positioning users and neighbouring users in the
positioning network topology is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2 is mainly composed of three parts: underground
positioning user i, neighbouring reference base station s and
neighbouring cooperative positioning user m. For the neighbouring reference base station s within the communication
range, its location coordinates are accurately known, and the
information xs and ys transmitted by the corresponding variable
node are constants. At this time, only the likelihood function
factor node f s→i and the location coordinate prior distribution
factor nodes f xs and f ys are needed to estimate the coordinates of
the underground positioning users. For the neighbouring
cooperative positioning user m within the communication
range, the neighbouring underground positioning user and
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information and updating the probability distribution. Now, we
deduce each process in turn, taking iteration l as an example.

4.1.1 | Calculating the input information
The underground positioning user i receives the location inðl−1Þ

formation xs and ys , output stream information μxs →fs→i and
ðl−1Þ

μys →fs→i of its neighbouring reference base station, receives the
location estimation information ^xðl−1Þ
and ^yðl−1Þ
and output
m
m
ðl−1Þ

F I G U R E 2 Factor diagram between underground positioning users
and neighbouring users in a single well hole

underground positioning user cooperate with each other. The
figure presents a symmetrical topology. The factor nodes
f m→i and f i→m correspond to the likelihood function, and the
factor nodes f xi ; f yi ; f xm ; and f ym represent the prior probability
distribution of the location of users i and m to be located. In
addition, the corresponding variable nodes are xi , yi , xm and ym .
Because the relationship between two‐point coordinates and
the measurement distance between two points is non‐linear in
practical application, to improve the practicability of the algorithm, combined with the approximate inference theory, the
linearised approximation of the measurement information is
obtained by using the first‐order Taylor series expansion to
realise the closed‐loop expression of the sum product algorithm.
Note here that the measurement information linearisation result
of the reference base station between the mine positioning user
and the neighbour is d^s→i , and the measurement information
linearisation result of the mine positioning user and the neighbour cooperating with the mine positioning user is ^d m→i .
Before starting the cooperative positioning algorithm, all
base stations and underground users in the network are initialised. The reference base station has an accurate position, so
its information can be regarded as a Dirac function:
�
f xs ¼ δðxs − mxs �Þ
ð3Þ
f ys ¼ δ ys − mys
In Equation (3), mxs and mys are the abscissa and ordinate
ð0Þ

ðl−1Þ

ðl−1Þ

ðl−1Þ

stream information μxm →fm→i , μym →fm→i , μxm →fi→m and μym →fi→m
of its neighbour cooperating with the underground positioning
user. The above information is used to calculate the input information at iteration l: neighbouring reference base station
ðlÞ

ðlÞ

input information stream μfs→i →xi and μfs→i →yi ; neighbour
cooperative underground positioning user input information
ðlÞ

ðlÞ

ðlÞ

ðlÞ

ðlÞ

flow μfm→i →xi , μfm→i →yi , μfi→m →xi and μfi→m →yi . μfs→i →xi and
ðlÞ

μfm→i →xi are taken as examples.
ðlÞ

a) μfs→i →xi :
The following can be seen from the node representation
relationship in the factor diagram:
Z
ðlÞ

μfs→i →xi ¼

ðl−1Þ

f s→i μyi →fs→i dyi :

ð5Þ

ðl−1Þ

In Equation (5), μyi →fs→i refers to the output flow information of the user's longitudinal axis for underground
positioning
l − 1. Take the abscissa and
� in the iteration
�
ordinate

ðl−1Þ

^xi

ðl−1Þ

; ^yi

of the iteration l − 1 under-

ground positioning user i; the following results are obtained through the known reference base station
distribution and the iteration l − 1 results:
0
1
ðl−1Þ
^
x
−
m
x
ðlÞ
μfs→i →xi ∝ N @mxs þ zs→i i ðl−1Þ s ; σ 2s→i A:
ð6Þ
^
ds→i

ð0Þ

information of the reference base station. Let mxi , myi ,
� �2
� �2
ð0Þ
ð0Þ
σ xi , and σ yi
be the initial mean and variance information of the user to be located on the horizontal and vertical
axes; then, the initialisation of underground positioning user i
can be completed by the following formula:
8
�
� �2 �
>
ð0Þ
>
>
f
ð
x
Þ
∝
N
m
;
σ ð0Þ
< xi i
xi
xi
�
ð4Þ
�
�2 �
>
>
ð0Þ
> f yi ðyi Þ ∝ N mð0Þ
;
σ
:
yi
yi
The whole process of realising user location service through
the cooperative location algorithm is divided into three steps:
calculating the input information, calculating the output

The same can be obtained as follows:
0

1
ðl−1Þ

ðlÞ

μfs→i →yi ∝ N @mys þ zs→i

^yi

− mys

ðl−1Þ
d^s→i

; σ 2s→i A:

ð7Þ

ðlÞ

b) μfm→i →xi :
The following can be seen from the node representation
relationship in the factor diagram:
Z
ðlÞ
ðl−1Þ
ðl−1Þ
ðl−1Þ
μfm→i →xi ¼
f m→i μxm →fm→i μym →fm→i μyi →fm→i dxm dym dyi :
ð8Þ
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ðl−1Þ

ðl−1Þ

ðl−1Þ

In Equation (8), μxm →fm→i , μym →fm→i and μyi →fm→i are the
output stream information of the iteration
l −�1underground
positioning
user
and
obey
�
�2 � �
�
�2 �
ðl−1Þ
ðl−1Þ
ðl−1Þ
ðl−1Þ
, N mym →fm→i ; σ ym →fm→i
N mxm →fm→i ; σ xm →fm→i
�
�
�2 �
ðl−1Þ
ðl−1Þ
andN myi →fm→i ; σ yi →fm→i
. The abscissa and ordinate
�
�
^xðl−1Þ
of the iteration l − 1 underground posi; ^yðl−1Þ
m
m
tioning user m can be obtained as follows:

∝

�
�2
ðlÞ
ðlÞ
mxi →fs→i ¼ σ xi →fs→i
0
11
ðlÞ
ðlÞ
ðlÞ
ð0Þ
m
X
X
m
m
m
f j→i →xi
fi→k →xi CC
B xi
B fk→i →xi
@�
@� � 2 þ
�
�2 þ
�2 þ �
� 2 AA:
ð0Þ
ðlÞ
ðlÞ
ðlÞ
j∈
f
S
ns
g
k∈M
σ xi
σ fj→i →xi
σ fk→i →xi
σ fi→k →xi
i
i
0

ð14Þ
�

�2

ðlÞ

σ xi →fs→i

1

¼0

ðlÞ

μfm→i →xi
0
ðl−1Þ
N @mxm →fm−i

þ zm→i

ðl−1Þ
^xi

− ^xðl−1Þ
m
; σ2m→i
ðl−1Þ
^
dm→i

1
�2
ðl−1Þ
þ σxm →fm→i A:
�
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1

@

ðσð0Þ
xi Þ

P

þ

2

1
ðlÞ

j∈fSi nsg σ f

�2 þ

j→i →xi

P

0

11:
1

@

1

�2 þ

ðlÞ

k∈Mi

σf

�2 AA

ðlÞ

σf

k→i →xi

i→k →xi

ð15Þ

ð9Þ

4.1.3 | Updating the probability distribution
The same can be obtained as follows:

According to the input information of each function node, the
information update formula can be obtained:

ðlÞ

μfm→i →yi
0
ðl−1Þ

ðl−1Þ

∝ N @mym →fm→i þ zm→i

^yi

− ^yðl−1Þ
m

ðl−1Þ
d^m→i

1
�
�2
ðl−1Þ
; σ2m→i þ σ ym →fm→i A:

ðlÞ

ðlÞ

bðlÞ
xi ¼ f xi ∏ μfj→i →xi ∏ μf
j∈Si

k∈Mi

ðlÞ

k→i →xi

μf

i→k →xi

:

ð16Þ

:

ð17Þ

ð10Þ
ðlÞ

j∈Si

0

ðl−1Þ

^xi

ðl−1Þ

∝ N @mxm →fi→m þ zi→m

− ^xðl−1Þ
m

ðl−1Þ
d^i→m

�

; σ 2i→m þ σxm →fi→m
ðl−1Þ

1
�2
A:

ð11Þ
ðlÞ

μfi→m →yi
0
ðl−1Þ

∝

ðlÞ

bðlÞ
yi ¼ f yi ∏ μfj→i →yi ∏ μf

ðlÞ
μfi→m →xi

ðl−1Þ
N @mym →fi→m

þ zi→m

^yi

− ^yðl−1Þ
m

ðl−1Þ
d^i→m

; σ2i→m

1
�
�2
ðl−1Þ
þ σ ym →fi→m A:

k∈Mi

ðlÞ

k→i →yi

μf

i→k →yi

The mean and variance can be obtained by substitution:
ðlÞ
mðlÞ
xi ¼ σ xi
0

�2

0
11
ðlÞ
ðlÞ
ðlÞ
m
X
X
m
m
fj→i →xi
B
@ fk→i →xi� þ fi→k →xi� AC
@ ð0Þ �2 þ
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�2 þ
2
2
ðlÞ
ðlÞ
ðlÞ
σ xi
σ
σ
j∈Si σ f →x
k∈M
i
f →xi
f →xi
j→i
i
ð0Þ
mxi

k→i

i→k

ð18Þ

ð12Þ
� �2
σ ðlÞ
xi

4.1.2 | Calculating the output information
Each underground positioning user calculates the output
stream information

ðlÞ
μxi →fs→i ,

ðlÞ
μyi →fs→i ,

ðlÞ
μxi →fm→i ,

ðlÞ
μyi →fm→i ,

ðlÞ
and μyi →fi→m through the input information
ðlÞ
Taking μxi →fs→i as an example, from the sum

ðlÞ
μxi →fi→m

ðlÞ

ðlÞ

ðlÞ

μxi →fs→i ¼ f xi ∏ μfj→i →xi ∏ μfk→i →yi μfi→k →yi :
j∈fSi nsg

@

1

2

ðσð0Þ
xi Þ

þ

k∈Mi

The mean and variance are calculated as follows:

ð13Þ

P

1

j∈Si σ ðlÞ
f

j→i →xi

�2 þ

P
k∈Mi

0

11:
1

@
ðlÞ

σf

k→i →xi

�2 þ

1
ðlÞ

σf

�2 AA

i→k →xi

ð19Þ

calculated in a.

product method
and the factor in Figure 2, the following is obtained:
ðlÞ

1

¼0

ðlÞ
mðlÞ
yi ¼ σ yi
0

�2

0
11
ðlÞ
ðlÞ
ðlÞ
m
X fj→i →yi
X mf →yi
m
B
@ k→i � þ fi→k →yi� AC
@ ð0Þ �2 þ
A:
�2 þ
2
2
ðlÞ
ðlÞ
ðlÞ
σ yi
σ
σ
j∈Si σ f →y
k∈M
i
f
f
→y
→y
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i
i
i
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ð0Þ
myi

ð20Þ
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ð21Þ
When all underground positioning users complete the algorithm operation and the xi and yi information of the variable
node converges or reaches the maximum number of iterations,
the location update is completed to obtain the final positioning
result.

4.2 | Underground map height matching
Restricted by the narrow and long positioning space of the
underground shaft, the span of the reference base station in
the vertical direction is limited, and considering the multipath
loss of UWB signal propagation, it often leads to the loss of
the accuracy of the third dimension. Therefore, this paper
proposes a method to match the third dimension by using the
arithmetic average of the height weight of the shaft map. In
the process of mining underground mineral resources, shafts
such as shafts and inclined shafts are formed by mechanical
mining, and the shaft height is calibrated at the same time of
mining. All shaft height data are uniformly managed by
mining personnel in the database. Before the underground
mine establishes the positioning network, bind the
geographical height of the shaft when deploying the reference
base station to obtain the height map to provide matching for
the global three‐dimensional
positioning. To illustrate the
�
problem, xq ; yq ; zq is used to represent the coordinates
of
�
the underground positioning user q, and Xp ; Yp ; Zp is used
to represent the coordinate value of the reference base station
p. The distance between the underground positioning user q
and the reference base station p measured by the UWB signal
is Lp;q ; then, the distance from the underground positioning
user �q to all the reference base�stations is aggregated into
L ¼ L0;q ; L1;q ; ⋅ ⋅ ⋅; Lp;q ; ⋅ ⋅ ⋅; LS;q . According to optimisation theory, among many reference base stations, we can always find two reference base stations with the smallest
distance from the underground positioning user. In the mine
structure, these two reference base stations have the greatest
impact on the third dimension of the underground positioning user. Let Lξ be the largest element in L and Lζ be the
second largest element in L; then, the following formula is
obtained:
(

�
�
Lξ ¼ max�L0;q ; L1;q ; ⋅ ⋅ ⋅; Lp;q ; ⋅ ⋅ ⋅; LS;q �
Lζ ¼ max L0;q ; L1;q ; ⋅ ⋅ ⋅; Lp;q ; ⋅ ⋅ ⋅; LS;q

ð22Þ

p≠ξ

The influence weights of Lξ and Lζ on the positioning
users under the mine are ωξ and ωζ :

8
>
>
> ωξ ¼
<

Lξ
Lξ þ Lζ

>
>
>
: ωζ ¼

Lζ
Lξ þ Lζ

7

ð23Þ

If the coordinate of the
� largest element in the reference
base station is Xξ ; Yξ ; Zξ and the coordinate of the second
�
largest element is Xζ ; Yζ ; Zζ , the third dimension zq of the
�
underground positioning user coordinate xq ; yq ; zq can be
defined by the following formula:
zq ¼ ωξ Zξ þ ωζ Zζ :

ð24Þ

Thus far, we have completed the three‐dimensional
cooperative positioning combined with auxiliary matching of
the underground mine map height.
The flow of the 3D real‐time positioning method under a
large‐scale mine based on height assistance proposed in this
paper is shown in Figure 3.

5 | ALGORITHM SIMULATION AND
ANALYSIS
To verify the outstanding performance of the algorithm proposed in this paper, this section analyses and explains it
through a series of simulation comparisons. Through simulation, we compare the positioning conditions of several positioning methods in the shaft positioning environment
proposed in this paper, in which we focus on the user scale,
real‐time positioning, positioning accuracy and stability of
underground positioning.
In this part, our algorithm simulation is based on the
following preconditions:
� The simulation area is set as a 1 � 10 � 10km cube mine,
and three single shaft local positioning networks are set
inside.
� There is one positioning network reference base station per
kilometre per layer, and the spatial distribution structure
adopts random network topology rather than standardised
geometric topology.
� The UWB ranging error in all positioning algorithms is
consistent and set to 0.1 m.
� Ranging data measurement synchronisation and transmission synchronisation are implemented in each algorithm.
� In this paper, the number of localisation iterations in the
algorithm and neural network is set to 30.

5.1 | Analysis of the convergence rate of the
positioning error of underground personnel
The simulation takes the root mean square error (RMSE) as
the evaluation index and considers the positioning when the
number of users under the mine is 100, 500 and 1000. The
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F I G U R E 4 Overall positioning error when the number of
underground users is 100

F I G U R E 5 Overall positioning error when the number of
underground users is 500

F I G U R E 3 Flow chart of the 3D real‐time positioning algorithm for
large‐scale underground users based on height assistance

simulation is also compared with the weighted least squares
method (WLS) [15], the factor graph three‐dimensional colocation method (3DFG) [23] and the generalised regression
neural network method (GRNN) [29].
Figure 4 shows the root mean square error in the overall
space of the four algorithms when the number of underground
users is 100, Figure 5 shows the root mean square error in the
overall space of the four algorithms when the number of underground users is 500, and Figure 6 shows the root mean
square error in the overall space of the four algorithms when
the number of underground users is 1000. It can be seen that
when the number of users under the mine is 100, the final
error of the algorithm proposed in this paper is maintained at

approximately 0.42, 0.7 m higher than that of WLS and 0.1 m
higher than that of 3DFG and GRNN, but the error convergence speed is faster than both, and the convergence result is
more stable. When the number of users under the mine is 500,
the final error of the algorithm proposed in this paper is
maintained at approximately 0.44 m, which is approximately
0.7 m higher than that of WLS and approximately 0.1 m higher
than that of 3DFG and GRNN. The convergence speed is
obviously better than that of GRNN, and the stability of the
result is obvious. When the number of users under the mine is
1000, the final error of the algorithm proposed in this paper is
maintained at approximately 0.44 m, which is still approximately 0.7 m higher than that of WLS and approximately 0.1 m
higher than that of 3DFG and GRNN, and the convergence is
only half of that of GRNN. Comparing the positioning mean
square error diagrams of two different numbers of underground positioning users, it can be seen that when the
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positioning scale is expanded, the positioning accuracy of the
algorithm proposed in this paper has almost no loss,
the positioning speed is still considerable, and the stability of
the positioning results is excellent, which is fully applicable
to the underground real‐time positioning of large‐scale positioning users.

5.2 | Accuracy and real‐time analysis of
underground positioning
The simulation here still takes the root mean square error
(RMSE) as the evaluation index and considers the positioning
situation when the number of underground positioning users is
1000. The simulation is also compared with the weighted least
squares method (WLS) [15], the factor graph three‐
dimensional colocation method (3DFG) [23] and the generalised regression neural network method (GRNN) [29].
Figure 7 shows the root mean square error of the four
algorithms in the respective directions of the three‐dimensional
coordinate axis when the number of users under the mine is
1000. It can be seen that when the number of users under the
mine is 1000, the positioning accuracy of the algorithm proposed in this paper is finally maintained at 0.3 m in three dimensions, which is 0.5, 0.1 and 0.1 m higher than that of WLS,
GRNN and 3DFG, respectively, especially in the third
dimension. At the same time, the convergence of the results is
achieved only in 5–10 iterations, and its positioning speed is
also the fastest among the four algorithms. Through comparative analysis, it can be found that in the case of cluster positioning users, the accuracy of the positioning algorithm
proposed in this paper is still guaranteed, and the positioning
speed and positioning accuracy are significantly better than
those of the other two algorithms, which realises three‐
dimensional real‐time positioning of large‐scale users in underground mines.

F I G U R E 6 Overall positioning error when the number of
underground users is 1000

9

5.3 | Signal mutation error analysis
In this part, the root mean square error (RMSE) is still taken as
the evaluation index, and the dynamic positioning of different
positioning time slots after the UWB signal is blocked is
considered when the number of underground positioning users
distributed in a mine pipeline is 500.
Figure 8 shows the root mean square error of the four
algorithms on the spatial three‐dimensional coordinate axis
when the UWB signal is blocked and the number of underground positioning users distributed in a mine pipeline is 500.
At the sixth iteration point, some UWB signals are blocked,
and the positioning results are abrupt due to the increase in the
measurement information error of some positioning users. The
positioning results of the four algorithms are greatly affected.
The WLS results fluctuate greatly and become stable after the

FIGURE 7
coordinate axes

Errors of the four positioning algorithms on the three

F I G U R E 8 Root mean square error (RMSE) of the three algorithms in
different time slots during signal occlusion
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signal occlusion disappears, but the overall error is large. The
GRNN error increases rapidly, and it still has a great impact on
the subsequent positioning after the occlusion disappears; it
gradually becomes stable after multiple iterations. The 3DFG
error also becomes stable after increasing, but the stability and
accuracy of the results are still poor. The mutation error of the
algorithm in this paper is small, and it converges and degrades
quickly in finite iterations, which shows that the algorithm has
good positioning stability and is very suitable for the positioning service demand of stable positioning in underground
mines.
Through the simulation comparison under different conditions, we find that the algorithm proposed in this paper is
suitable for large‐scale cluster user positioning in underground
mines, can provide high‐precision fast three‐dimensional real‐
time cooperative positioning, and meets the requirements of
stable and accurate positioning in complex underground mines.

6 | CONCLUSION
Based on a modern large‐scale underground mine environment, aiming at the rapid, accurate and stable positioning needs
of underground users, this paper proposes a three‐dimensional
real‐time positioning method under large‐scale mines based on
high assistance. Through the simulation of underground
positioning user scale, positioning accuracy and stability and
signal mutation error analysis, the positioning performance of
this method is relatively better when the number of positioning
users is large, and the accuracy is 60% higher than that of WLS.
The result convergence is realised at only half the iteration
times of GRNN, and the error correction is realised at only 5
times of iteration when the signal mutates, which demonstrates
strong robustness. In the positioning scene of complex claustrophobic mine pipelines in large mines, facing a large number
of underground users, the positioning algorithm proposed in
this paper has great advantages and practicability in the positioning scale, positioning accuracy, positioning speed and
positioning stability.
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